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Dear students, faculty and staff,

Welcome to the fifteenth issue of our campus 

communiqué.

This month is short, but packed with action. On 

the second Tuesday of February of each year we 

celebrate National Sport Day, an occasion to engage 

in a sport of our choice and a gentle reminder for 

the need of adopting a well-balanced and a healthy 

lifestyle. Sport is a significant factor for a person’s 

development and engaging regularly in various sports 

is known to be physically and mentally beneficial. 

Given the COVID restrictions, CNA-Q has gone 

virtual for the second consecutive year by launching 

#CNAQ22422 challenge. The College has also 

opened selected sport and wellness facilities free 

of charge for its community. Furthermore, our Sport 

and Wellness Team at Student Affairs has organized 

many virtual sport sessions for all ages in addition 

to the famous NSD TAHADI. At CNA-Q we place 

high importance on Sport and Wellness and we 

aim to further develop this approach by introducing 

many new activities and facilities that cater to the 

need of each and every member of our community. 

Furthermore, this month’s communiqué covers Her 

Excellency Ms. Buthaina Bint Ali Al Jabr Al Nuaimi, 

Minister of Education and Higher Education’s visit to 

the College; as well as the MoU that we have signed 

with Mohammed Bin Ghanem Al Ghanem Maritime 

Academy to enhance cooperation in the fields of 

education, training, research and development. We 

have many interesting topics covered by the keynote 

speaker series and a special “Get to Know Our Team” 

section. At the end, let me share one inspirational note 

from the famous American college football player and 

coach Bear Bryant who said: “It’s not the will to win 

that matters-everyone has that. It’s the will to prepare 

to win that matters.” So, keep your will strong and stay 

determined.

 

Dr. Salem Al-Naemi

President

College of the North Atlantic – Qatar 

M E S S A G E

Message from the President
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H.E. The Minister of Education and Higher 

Education visits CNA-Q

Her Excellency Ms. Buthaina Bint Ali Al Jabr Al Nuaimi, Minister 

of Education and Higher Education, has made a visit to College of 

the North Atlantic – Qatar in order to have a look at the campus 

and what the College has to offer to the internal and external 

community. The Minister has discussed the educational process 

conducted during the pandemic and was keen to see the unique 

technical capabilities of the College.

Her Excellency was greeted by H.E. Dr. Mohammed bin Saleh Al-Sada, 

Chairman of CNA-Q’s Board of Trustees, Dr. Mohammed Al-Mulla, 

Vice Chairman and Dr. Salem Al-Naemi, President of the College.

The Minister toured the different schools at the College: School 

of Business Management and Information Technology, School of 

Engineering and Industrial Trades and School of Health Sciences. 

CNA-Q officials were able to show the Minister the state-of-the art 

facilities that the College boasts including the cybersecurity lab, 

the oil and gas process pilot plant, the paramedicine simulation 

lab and more. At the end of her tour, the Minister inaugurated 

CNA-Q’s new atrium, a space dedicated for the students’ extra-

curricular activities.  

Commenting on her visit, Her Excellency the Minister said: “It was 

a pleasure visiting today CNA-Q, which started twenty years ago 

with a Qatari-Canadian partnership. CNA-Q since then supported 

the Qatari labor market with its graduates who, in turn, contributed 

to the development of the national economy of our country. Today, 

I have seen the modern laboratories and I applaud the continuous 

development process in the College, which is aligned with Qatar’s 

needs for talents; especially in the fields of health sciences, 

cybersecurity and information technology.”

Dr. Salem Al-Naemi welcomed the visit of her excellency and 

said: “It is a pleasure to host H.E. the Minister of Education and 

Higher Education and to reflect on the different educational 

approaches that we adopt, in addition to the new programs that 

we are planning to launch. There is no doubt that industries 

nowadays seek graduates with applied experience who are 

capable of immediate integration into the workplace. CNA-Q 

is one of the leading institutions in technical and vocational 

education and training that responds to this need.” He added: 

“Every term, we are witnessing an increase in the number of 

enrolled students, this is mainly due to our broad experience in 

applied education and research, in addition to the opportunities 

C A M P U S  N E W S 
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that our students benefit from especially the chance to learn in 

a simulated environment. We work on developing our students’ 

skills to help them build a successful career and serve the local 

and global economic needs, in light of the 2017-2022 strategy 

set by the Ministry of Education and Higher Education and the 

2030 sustainable development goals.”

College of the North Atlantic – Qatar offers 50 programs that fall 

under 3 main streams: Engineering Technology and Industrial Trades, 

Business Management and Information Technology and Health 

Sciences. The total number of students recorded for the winter 

semester is 5,294. At CNA-Q, students are placed at the center 

of the learning process. The College aims to give them as many  

real-life learning experiences as possible, so they can extend what 

they acquired in the classroom to their workplace and actively 

contribute to the economy. Curriculums have been designed 

based on the International and National Academic Qualifications 

Framework. All programs are delivered using hands-on applied 

experiential learning methodologies and include 40-70% applied 

components and practical experience related to one or more 

occupational field(s) of practice. With more than 20 years of 

experience in Qatar, CNA-Q offers high-quality programs led by 

qualified instructors in technology-rich classrooms, workshops, 

laboratories, and simulated environments. The College has 

transformed the education and work landscape of Qatar, 

distinguishing itself as a destination in the state for Technical 

and Vocational Education and Training (TVET), and a source of 

top-notch talent.

C A M P U S  N E W S 
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C A M P U S  N E W S 

CNA-Q celebrates National Sport Day with 
action-packed activities and the launch 
of a virtual challenge with a hashtag 
CNAQ22422
CNA-Q has celebrated National Sport Day this year by 

organizing many virtual sport sessions for all ages. The 

College has also opened selected sport and wellness 

facilities free of charge for its community through 

advance booking. Covid-19 restrictions didn’t stop 

CNA-Q from launching a virtual challenge with a hashtag 

CNAQ22422, enticing its social media followers to 

record 22 repetitions or 22 seconds of exercise, post 

the video and nominate 4 of their friends to take the 

challenge and keep the momentum going. The number 

22 represents this year, a special time for Qatar and 

the promise of a one-of-a-kind FIFA World Cup Qatar 

2022™.

The virtual sessions combine a complete beginner’s 

workout, in addition to football, handball, cricket, 

basketball and multi-sport coaching for youngsters. 

The College is also carrying the traditional NSD TAHADI 

consisting of the completion of 5000 steps during the 

day or the equivalent of one hour of any physical activity. 

CNA-Q’s students, faculty, staff and families participated 

in this virtual challenge and posted their achievements 

on social media channels. The challenge saw the 

participation of the College’s President along with the 

Schools’ Deans.

Commenting on the event Dr. Salem Al-Naemi, CNA-Q’s 

President said: “Sporting activities and exercising 

are significant factors for a person’s development 

and well-being. Sport plays a major role in the Qatar 

National Vision 2030 and specifically in the pillars of 

sustainable development of the country. Under the 

guidance of His Highness Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad 

Al Thani, we have seen Qatar compete at the highest 

levels of international sport and we do look forward to 

witnessing a spectacular World Cup this year. We are 

also pleased to announce on this occasion that the FIFA 

and the Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy 

have designated CNA-Q as a “Host Training Site” for this 

event. We consider sports as a great teacher and we 

wish everyone a happy National Sport Day.”
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C A M P U S  N E W S 

Tony Martin, Section Manager of Sport and Wellness at 

the College said: “CNA-Q has consistently played a lead 

role in the promotion of National Sport Day to the College 

members, their families and the wider community. The 

imposed restrictions due to the spread of COVID-19 virus 

have challenged us to explore innovative ways to promote 

the core values of this special national holiday. We have 

collaborated with many partners to offer unique and 

engaging virtual sports sessions in addition to social media 

challenges and other virtual activities destined to all ages. 

Much of the world has come to a stop at times during the 

pandemic, but we have chosen to adapt and keep going. At 

CNA-Q, we place high importance on Sport and Wellness 

and we aim to further develop this approach by introducing 

many new activities and facilities that cater to the need of 

each and every member of our community.”

Furthermore, the College boasts state-of-the-art 

sports facilities that are open to the public such as 

swimming pools, gymnasiums, tennis courts, football 

field, multi-purpose grass pitch, cricket pitch, padel 

courts and a new beach volleyball space. The men and 

women’s varsity teams perform in both intercollegiate 

and community leagues and competitions, and the 

FITClub program is the biggest club on campus offering 

one-on-one consultations, nutrition advice and exercise 

programming.

CNA-Q Sport and Wellness also offer students valuable 

work experience where the department supports 

accreditations in fitness, coaching and lifeguarding 

providing student employees work skills that they can 

use for future employment. All activities taking place 

at the College are mindful of the COVID-19 restrictions 

and prevention measures. 
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C A M P U S  N E W S 

College of the North Atlantic – Qatar (CNA-Q) has signed 

a memorandum of understanding with Mohammed Bin 

Ghanem Al Ghanem Maritime Academy to enhance 

cooperation in the fields of education, training, research 

and development. The agreement was signed by CNA-Q’s 

President Dr. Salem Al-Naemi and Commander of 

Mohammed Bin Ghanem Al Ghanem Maritime Academy 

Brigadier General Khalid Nasser Al Hajri, in the presence 

of a number of College officials and a delegation from the 

Academy.

The MoU serves as a common platform to initiate actions 

that will leverage the performance of both entities and 

develop initiatives related to science, administration, 

technical programs and research. The agreement brings 

forward the importance of expertise exchange and the 

necessity to create a hub where stakeholders can connect 

and share knowledge including publications, periodicals, 

research, statistics and data. Both signatories will 

organize joint conferences, workshops and trainings in 

addition to many activities of common interest.

The annual chess competition for male and female CNA-Q 

Falcons took place from the 22nd of January till the 9th of 

February 2022. The thrilling tournament was held at the 

Studios in Building 18 and 17.

The double-elimination tournament took place on 

Mondays and Wednesdays during common breaks. The 

male tournament had 44 people sign up. After some 

exciting elimination rounds, we had our three finishers: 

1st place: Khalid Khalifa, 2nd place: Mohammed Hazil, 

3rd place: Muhammed Zamil.

 

The female tournament had 18 people sign up. 

1st place: Vidamar Agrimano, 2nd place: Rohma Asif, 

3rd place: Hanan Ahmed.

 

Everyone was welcome to participate, and students, 

staff, and faculty showed up for the game regardless of 

their skill level.  

This tournament was designed to generate interest in 

the CNA-Q Chess Club, which will play against other 

educational institutions with the ultimate goal of our 

students developing and competing at an international 

level.

CNA-Q signs an MoU 
with Mohammed Bin 
Ghanem Al Ghanem 
Maritime Academy

A thrilling chess 
tournament at the 
College
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C A M P U S  N E W S 

On Tuesday, February 1st, Dr Salem Al-Naemi, President 

of CNA-Q, hosted the second “Coffee with the 

President” for the Academic year 2021/2022. This get-

together event gives the chance for faculty and staff to 

meet the president and engage with him in an informal 

atmosphere. Furthermore, this event allows many people 

from different parts of the College to socialize and 

discuss different matters.

Dr. Salem Al-Naemi considers this event as a space for 

open conversation. He believes that such moments are 

key to show support to the campus community and drive 

information exchange. During his speech, he thanked 

everyone for their contribution to the development of 

the College and reiterated the importance that CNA-Q 

places on college sports and people’s health and mental 

well-being. The gathering was held in an alfresco setting, 

taking into consideration all COVID -19 precautionary 

measures.

College of the North Atlantic – Qatar hosted public 

school students, as part of the Ministry of Education and 

Higher Education’s initiative that aims to raise awareness 

about the importance of science and technology majors 

and the growing demand in the Qatari market for such 

disciplines. The two-day visit gave the students an 

opportunity to further understand the importance of 

technical and vocational education and training. 

They were introduced to the College’s faculties and 

programs, in addition to the approach that is adopted 

at CNA-Q where students learn in a simulated 

environment and develop their skills through hands-on 

courses and trainings. The young students engaged in 

many activities at the College’s labs and workshops and 

during these experiences, they became aware of the 

importance of science and technology in helping them 

build a successful career and serve the local and global 

economic needs.

Coffee with the 

President

CNA-Q opens its doors to 

public school students
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G E T  T O  K N O W  T H E  T E A M

Tony Martin

Educational Background

University Leadership Certificate - Banff School of 

Management

Undergraduate and Graduate Degrees in Sport and 

Leisure Services Administration – Acadia University   

Certified Personal Trainer (CPT) designation ISSA

Years of Service 

Initially a consultant in 2012-2013. Joined as a 

Recreation Manager in late 2017 (4+ years)

Years of Experience 

35+

Experience Background

Engaged in a consultant role by the College Executive 

10 years back to explore implication of Qatar 2022 FIFA 

World Cup and Doha 2019 Olympic bids on programming 

at CNA-Q and have completed several other consulting 

projects at the College prior to taking employment in 

late 2017.

Sport and Wellness 
An active team with a great vision
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position, is development and execution of strategic 

initiatives that align with the vision including the creation 

of our innovative student wellness initiatives (FITClub), 

a community engagement strategy and related policies 

for Sport  and Wellness facilities and services, the 

development of leading applied research projects 

with support of the Office of Applied Research and 

Innovation and School of Health Sciences; and the 

commitment to enhance the development of female 

sport on campus by ensuring our programs are led by 

highly certified and competent female coaches for our 

women’s futsal, basketball, volleyball and swimming 

programs. Identifying and negotiating mutually beneficial 

partnership agreements (PSG, BeBasketball) is a key 

factor in the success of such initiatives. Partnership 

arrangements with the Supreme Committee and FIFA 

are ongoing to maximize the benefits to our institution 

of serving as a host training site for one of the World Cup 

qualifying nations. A major responsibility is to explore 

ways and means to elevate the profile of our varsity 

programs and to help support the needs of the many 

National Team and other elite athletes who make CNA-Q 

wellness policy their educational institution of choice.

Totally immersed in the evolution of wellness services, 

I serve as Chair of the Campus Wellness Strategy Task 

Force and lead the efforts to create a wellness policy 

and strategic direction for the campus. Also, with 

team members, have been charged with responsibility 

for oversight of campus merchandise and branded 

products and participating in a plan to utilize these 

products to help elevate our new university brand.

With much appreciation for the vision and support of 

the Executive, our campus has been blessed with the 

development of amazing sport and fitness venues and 

my office plays a key role in the design and operation 

of same. I encourage you to come check out all that is 

available. 

Involved as part of organizing teams of 5 different World 

Championship sporting events, numerous regional and 

national championship events and a number of tourist 

and cultural events including Event Manager of Rolling 

Stones Halifax stopover of “Bigger Bang” tour concert 

with over 50K attendance.   

Deputy Head and Senior Staff member of Nova Scotia 

Sport and Recreation Commission, the government 

oversight body for related services in the province with 

primary focus securing additional funds to support the 

development of sport and leisure programs province-wide 

through partnerships and creative program design. Funding 

support and oversight of all sport governing bodies in the 

province.

 

Former Director of Athletics and Ancillary Services 

Dalhousie University for over 15years - varsity teams best 

winning record in the Atlantic conference, with over 120 

conference titles and my last season the “Tigers” won 11 

of 13 championships, including a national championship 

and placed second regionally in the remaining 2 sports.  

Also responsible for Dalhousie’s ancillary services 

(business operations) including campus food services, 

campus bookstore, marks and licensing and community 

engagement revenue generation strategy for sports 

facilities.

Tell us your role at the College

I serve as a member of the Student Affairs leadership 

team with management responsibilities for all aspects of 

the Sport and Wellness operation. A significant function 

of my appointment is to aggressively advance the vision 

to be a recognized regional leading institution in the 

provision of sport and wellness services. This involves the 

provision of exceptional facilities, programs and services 

to our internal family but also, with recent emphasis, to 

the external community as well. Of significance in my 

G E T  T O  K N O W  T H E  T E A M

Futsal tournament 2018 

winners celebrating with Tony.

With H.E. Dr. Mohammed bin Saleh Al-Sada, 

Chairman of CNA-Q’s Board of Trustees and 

Dr. Salem Al-Naemi, CNA-Q’s President
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My team and I are responsible for significant number 

of events on campus whether they be hosting inter-

university sport competitions, internal intramural 

programs both sport and e-gaming, other fun 

tournaments such as chess and billiard, we strive to 

offer something for everyone. I also serve as quarterback 

to several major events on campus including National 

Sport Day celebrations and annual Tahadi Challenges, 

Strong Student competitions and other marquis events 

focused on both internal and external communities.

Sport and Wellness is considered a revenue-generating 

unit at CNA-Q with significant associated budget targets 

and I am responsible for oversight of not only the 

regular operating budget but also a growing role in the 

generation of profit from our community engagement 

efforts. Aside from rentals and regular programming we 

have introduced other revenue initiatives including our 

Falcon Swim Academy (year round) and our Falcon Fun 

Multi Sport Camps during holiday breaks.

In closing, one of the most important roles I believe I 

play at this College is mentor to our phenomenal team 

at Sport and Wellness. Over the past several years their 

roles and responsibilities have changed, and in some 

cases drastically. Change and growth are often difficult 

for individuals to deal with and I am fortunate, that with 

over 35 years of experience in this and related fields, 

to generally provide insights which prove valuable to 

my much younger colleagues who often are exposed to 

situations for the first time. In addition, I am a passionate 

supporter of student employment opportunities and 

believe that they are instrumental to the successful 

operation of Sport and Wellness, and more and more so, 

of other units of the College.  

What’s the best moment you’ve had at CNA-Q?

My best moment at CNA-Q came during the worst days 

of COVID when budget cuts were imposed on many 

College units and S&W was mandated to reduce two 

positions. I met with our team and we had been preparing 

our strategy to open our facilities and extend our hours 

of operation to late evenings and weekends to engage 

the wider community and generate rental income at the 

same time. We requested approval from Drs. Salem and 

Aljazzi to allow S&W to “test” our strategy and to use this 

approach to generate the funds needed to retain these 

positions, engaging the affected individuals in the plan. 

Concessions were made, approval was granted and this 

not only saved two valuable members of our team but 

also became the momentum required to fully embrace 

the current extremely successful S&W community 

engagement strategy. 

Define in your own words the meaning of Sport and 

Wellness?

To me Sport is a fabulous means to an end, Wellness. 
Of course, for a significant percentage of the population 
sport is the preferred tool to address our need for an 
active lifestyle as aside from its impacts on physical 
wellness it can also serve to affect both mental and 
social dimensions of Wellness. The latter is certainly 
multi-faceted and to truly understand “State of Wellness” 
requires a holistic approach not only including physical, 
mental and social elements of one’s positive health 
and wellbeing but also must factor in a variety of other 
influencers including state of finances, satisfaction with 
occupation, spiritual grounding, intellectual stimulation 

and environmental concerns or issues.

What Motivates You?

“Opportunity” 

Great Sport related jobs are few and far between and I have 

been fortunate to have incredible opportunities in these 

areas over the great majority of my working life. Given 

these experiences, I realize this opportunity at CNA-Q is 

truly special

-  The opportunity to work with an Executive with whom we 

share a vision for Sport and Wellness at our institution

-  To work with a team of individuals (staff and students) 

who have bought into this vision and constantly go above 

The new Events 
Park and the soon 
to be completed 
Multi-Purpose 
Hall are incredible 
additions to already 
exceptional sports 
facilities at CNA-Q

G E T  T O  K N O W  T H E  T E A M

Kahramaa Executive and Tony after the 

Padel Staff Tournament Fall 2021.
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and beyond in their collective efforts to move closer to 

the vision

-  To have a Campus leadership group also willing to 

support, particularly our wellness efforts

-  To be given the freedom to broaden the scope of 

our services to families of faculty and staff and to 

open facilities and services to the larger community 

of users, generating significant revenues providing 

corresponding additional benefits to address internal 

student affairs related needs and Executive priorities

-  To be supported in the exploration of innovative research 

which will serve not only to inform S&W decisions, 

services and offerings but also to help establish best 

practices in the field and position the College as a 

leader in the field of S&W

-   To attempt to create a special environment for females 

interested in sport and to eventually create a Centre of 

Excellence in Women’s Sport and Wellness

-  Our amazing Sport & Wellness venues and the 

cooperation and support from Facilities Management 

team as we constantly look to improve and enhance 

the venues available at the College including our new 

Multi-Purpose Hall scheduled to open this spring 

… and no time not to be motivated!!

Favorite sport and why?

I love sport, enjoy and have played both soccer (football) 

and ice hockey for years (including varsity university 

teams) also have enjoyed tennis, squash, padel, cycling, 

running (including the Ottawa Marathon), swimming, 

triathlon, golf. While I have only curtailed my football over 

the past few years and hockey many years earlier I still 

love these sports. Currently, most of my leisure activities 

include doubles tennis and/or swimming at least 4-5 

times a week. Tennis provides great comradery and fun 

competition while swimming provides stress release 

and fabulous exercise, easy on the aging body!   

Favorite facility or service and why?

While I spend most time in the pool or on the tennis/padel 

courts, I am filled with gratitude for the incredible sport 

and wellness venues we have on this campus. The new 

Events Park (with Supreme Committee improvements 

associated with hosting a World Cup national team) 

and the soon to be completed Multi-Purpose Hall are 

incredible additions to already exceptional sports 

facilities. What is most impressive is just how much 

internal and external use we are witnessing with 

these facilities. Of note, our community engagement 

initiatives have resulted in over 300,000 visits to venues 

and the campus is alive with activity every evening and 

throughout the weekends. This exposure, I believe will 

positively impact student recruitment going forward.

National Sport Day Message

Unique holiday worldwide illustrating the vision of the 

Country’s leaders, signaling the importance of sport and 

fitness and the wellbeing of its citizens to the Qatar Vision 

2030, with an end goal a healthier population.

Far more than a mid-winter holiday but rather a special 

day to celebrate sport activity and the value of an active 

lifestyle while enjoying time with family and friends.

Of utmost importance National Sport Day should 

represent a time of reflection, to consider the benefits 

and significance of being active, to take a serious look 

at one’s personal state of health and wellness and 

when and where appropriate resolving to commit to 

some level of change, finding time and often applying 

required creative solutions to ensure personal wellness 

is a priority. A time to consider how one can influence 

and support positive change with regard to the state of 

wellness for themselves and those they love.

And of course, goes without saying National Sport Day 

is a day to have fun!!

I am a passionate 
supporter of student 
employment 
opportunities and 
believe that they are 
instrumental to the 
successful operation 
of Sport and Wellness, 
and more and more so, 
of other units of the 
College

G E T  T O  K N O W  T H E  T E A M

Visit from Julian Draxler- PSG First Team Player and will 

be playing for Germany in the 2022 FIFA World Cup.
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Megan Skeels

Educational Background: 

MBA Occupational Health and Safety Leadership, 

ISSA-CPT

Experience Background: Health and Safety

Years of Service at CNA-Q: 8.5 Years

Years of Experience: 14 Years

Tell us your role at the College?

I am the Wellness Head overseeing the Wellness 

operations, events and services offered to the College 

community through Sport and Wellness and Student 

Affairs. This includes our fitness rooms and FITClub 

offerings that I am proud to say is still the largest club 

on campus! We have 3 student trainers that started with 

FITClub when they first arrived at CNA-Q and are now 

leading their peers as certified personal trainers.

Of note, I play a coordination role in the advancement 

of several significant applied research projects lead by 

Sport and Wellness. Including a focus on effectiveness of 

virtual training and the benefits of wellness focused early 

interventions with first year students.

 

I am also the lead on Marketing and Communications 

for Sport and Wellness and get to mentor a group of 

very talented photographers, videographers and graphic 

designers who have grown and developed in both their 

skills and confidence since starting with us only last 

semester! 

I also oversee student employment for Sport and 

Wellness and currently we have 53 students working 

with us, making us the largest employer on Campus! 

A core value of our employment is to provide our 

students on-the-job relevant work experience, skills 

development and mentoring, and training opportunities 

that encourage them to grow in their leadership skills, 

confidence and develop into competitive employees for 

future employers.

What keeps you motivated?

When I was younger and debating whether or not to start 

my Master’s Degree I was challenged with the question: 

“the time is going to pass anyway, at the end of it, do you 

want to say to yourself you did it? Or wish that you had 

started?”. This has stuck with me and is something I say 

to myself regularly for daily things – like exercising – or 

large things- like what I want to accomplish while I am 

here. Time won’t stop for us, so the best time to start 

anything is now!

What’s the best moment you’ve had at CNA-Q?

The best moment I have had at CNA-Q is actually one of 

my most favorite and memorable; it is also the reason 

why I love what I do. The female only competitions for 

both the Strong Student and Powerlifting have been 

empowering and inspirational. Watching these students 

go from not knowing how to do squat exercise, to being 

able to deadlift more than their body weight or pull a 

truck is truly an enriching experience. They have broken 

biases, built confidence and become leaders amongst 

not only their peers but also serve as champions in the 

Country for others to start this sport. The time and tears 

that go into training is worth every minute to watch them 

push themselves into something they have grown up 

believing they could not possibly achieve. 

G E T  T O  K N O W  T H E  T E A M

Megan  winning Female Coach of the year for training 

the powerlifting female team. 

Sport and Wellness Awards Ceremony 2018.
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Define in your own words the meaning of Sport and 

Wellness? 

Sport and Wellness to me is an outlet that allows for 

the exploration of personal growth. It is a place where 

you can focus on yourself and your goals. You learn 

perseverance, humility, strength, leadership, friendship 

and patience. Depending on what you are doing, it is a 

place for you to get into your own head, push your limits 

and continue to amaze yourself at what your mind and 

body is capable of.

Favorite Sport and Why?

I don’t have a favorite sport. I exercise because I love 

it and it is a time dedicated to myself. I love to train 

and coach because I hope to inspire this love in others 

possibly as a needed outlet.

Favorite facility or service and why?

Our FITClub program. We have engaged over 500 

students since it started 4 years ago and it continues to 

grow every year. The program provides health and fitness 

testing, wellness counselling, habit coaching, trainer 

support and access to our many fitness classes and new 

mobile app, Trainerize. It is an amazing opportunity for 

students to learn about their current health, wellness and 

the steps to take to improve and learn how to integrate 

habits into their daily life for sustainable wellness as 

they move from College students to working adults. 

Our FITClub members have built lasting friendships that 

have continued after graduation, inspired a love for the 

sport of lifting and empowered them to help others by 

becoming certified personal trainers to help their peers 

and family members in their own health and wellness 

journeys.

Watching these 

students go from not 

knowing how to do 

squat exercise, to 

being able to deadlift 

more than their 

body weight or pull 

a truck is truly an 

enriching experience

G E T  T O  K N O W  T H E  T E A M

Female Strong Student Competition 2019

Megan is a certified fitness coach who works 

on training students. 

National Sport Day message

No matter what activity you are doing, it won’t mean 

anything if you don’t enjoy it. Walking with your dog, 

playing with your kids, doing yoga for your mind or 

recovery, or playing football with your friends; sport 

and exercise isn’t a one-size-fits-all, it only makes a 

difference if you are having fun and want to keep going! 
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Keegan Walker

Educational Background: 

• UEFA A Coaching and Management License (Irish FA).

• UEFA B Coaching and Management License (Irish FA). 

•  Bachelor’s in Sport Management (University of South 

Africa-UNISA)

•  London School of Business and Finance Professional  

Diploma in Management and Leadership. 

Experience Background:

After a promising career as a professional footballer 

in South Africa which was cut short due to persistent 

injuries (aged 21) prompted a venture into the exciting 

and challenging world of football coaching and sport 

management. In South Africa, I ran successful football 

coaching businesses targeting grass roots footballers 

through clubs and schools and worked with a number 

of professional clubs in the roles of assistant coach, 

trainer and first team coach positions. Successfully 

qualified to undertake the rigorous licenses in Northern 

Ireland. Obtaining the UEFA A license in August 2019 

(made me the youngest African to ever obtain the 

award). Before leaving South Africa, I was privileged to 

work closely with Spanish Club Real Madrid CF where I 

was tasked with managing the Real Madrid Foundation 

in South Africa, a community outreach project funded 

by the club to engage young, talented underprivileged 

footballers. 

 

I arrived in Qatar in 2017 as a head coach and assistant 

director of a local private football academy. In October 

2018 I joined the Sport and Wellness team at CNA-Q, 

excited with the vision and the opportunity to assist the 

College and Sport and Wellness to become a leading 

contributor to the Sports industry in Qatar and the 

Region. 

Years of service at CNA-Q: 2 years and 4 months. 

Years of Experience: 10 years in the sport industry. 

Tell us your role at the College?

My current role, Head of Community Initiatives and 

Ancillary Services, is indeed a challenging one and 

certainly keeps you on your toes! The role is to provide 

leadership and oversight of Sport and Wellness’ reach 

out to the wider community through a number of 

initiatives such as regular facility rentals (25 different 

facilities) for all user groups, strengthen strategic 

partnerships (PSG Academy, BE Basketball, Warriors 

Cricket etc.), ensure the implementation of customer 

service standards and support the successful running 

of marquis events on Campus. These operations rely 

heavily on student support, I am very lucky to have a 

dynamic and talented team of over 15 students who are 

crucial to the successful operation of our facilities and 

services. Another key element of this role is to explore 

and advance viable ancillary opportunities that will 

benefit the College. I also serve as the College Men’s 

first team coach, the most popular varsity program and 

support participation on three levels involving over 100 

students and a few faculty and staff members. 

What keeps you motivated?

There are three things that keep me motivated in this role:

Firstly, the feeling you get when leaving the College in 

the evening times and all the sport facilities are being 

used by a wide variety of people engaged in a sport they 

love. This positive feeling motivates me to keep pushing. 

Another motivator for me is seeing the Student team I 

work with growing not only with the knowledge of our 

operation but seeing how their confidence, problem 

solving skills and attention to detail improves over time. 

Lastly, we are blessed with great leadership, Mr. Tony 

Martin and Dr. Aljazzi, who know how to motivate and 

get the best out of the team.

What’s the best moment you’ve had at CNA-Q?

One of the most memorable moments in my initial 

year as coach was in 2018, when the CNA-Q football 

team beat Qatar University in the QF University Football 

Tournament. Qatar University’s team was packed with 

local professional players who were unbeaten for over 

5 years and we beat them in an exciting game which 

ended 2-1 in favor of CNA-Q. 

G E T  T O  K N O W  T H E  T E A M
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Define in your own words the meaning of Sport and 

Wellness?

The importance of Sport and Wellness in our everyday lives 

is significant. Sport and Wellness at CNA-Q speaks to and 

caters for everyone, from organized sport programs, a wide 

variety of high-quality facilities to wellness programs and 

research, children’s and family programming in addition 

to our dynamic team of staff and students. Everyone gives 

their all to make CNA-Q stand out from the rest. 

Favorite Sport and Why?

Definitely football, it’s been my passion since I was a 

young boy. The power of football is unexplainable, it has 

its own language, I have seen on so many occasions 

how people from such different backgrounds can 

communicate and understand each other through 

football. It’s just a beautiful game! 

Favorite facility or service and why?

Something we take a lot of pride in, is the Sport and 

Wellness online booking system which makes the 

controlled use of our facilities possible. To play a key 

role with the IT team in the creation and implementation 

of our customized system was an incredible learning 

experience for me and it’s still a work in progress as we 

strive to offer an effortless and streamlined customer 

experience. 

National Sport Day message

Yet again we are faced with COVID and its related 

impacts for National Sport Day 2022. In response to 

this, the Sport and Wellness team have sought to create 

and offer innovative and engaging virtual opportunities 

for all in the form of the 22 for 22 challenge and the ever 

popular Virtual Tahadi. This day is a great opportunity to 

be active and play a role in Qatar National Vision 2030. 

I would like to also encourage the CNA-Q community 

to book and make use of selected Sport and Wellness 

facilities not only on this particular day but throughout 

the year. 

One of the most 

memorable moments 

in my initial year as 

coach was in 2018, 

when the CNA-Q 

football team beat 

Qatar University in 

the QF University 

Football Tournament

G E T  T O  K N O W  T H E  T E A M

Fun outdoor session with kids during CNAQ’s 

Falcons Winter Camp.
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Anze Emersic

Educational Background: 

University Degree in Physical Education – Specialized in 

Sport Training 

Experience Background:

Before joining CNA-Q, I have worked as a Physical 

Education Teacher for Blyth Academy and Qatar Canadian 

School. I enjoyed years of success working as a multi-skills 

development instructor as well as a certified coach in Ice 

Hockey, Volleyball, Soccer, Cross-Country Skiing, and 

Swimming. Additionally, l have twelve years of experience 

as a professional ice hockey player in Slovakia, the USA, 

and Slovenia my home Country. 

Years of service at CNA-Q: I first joined CNA-Q 

from 2015 to 2016 in a temporary position role as a 

Recreational Officer. I rejoined CNA-Q in late 2017.

Years of Experience:  While studying, I was lucky enough 

to be exposed to a variety of different roles in sport such 

as coaching or being an instructor and being involved 

in leadership roles in sport academies and camps (Ice 

Hockey, Volleyball, multi-sport development, and PT). I 

have 2 years of experience working in a school as a PE 

teacher and additionally 12 years as a professional ice 

hockey player. As a nationally identified and supported 

athlete in Slovenia for several years, I gained significant 

exposure to the operation and administration of elite 

sport. 

Tell us your role at the College?

As a Sport and Aquatic Head, I am responsible for 

the development, organization, and coordination of a 

comprehensive, popular and successful varsity sport 

program engaging over 200 male and female students 

in 5 male sports (football, basketball, volleyball, cricket 

and swimming) and 4 female sports (football, volleyball, 

basketball and swimming). I also ensure the progression 

and operation of aquatic related activities and programs. 

I also seek to provide students, faculty and staff with 

opportunities to be engaged in friendly intramural 

competition targeting table tennis, billiards, badminton, 

chess, various e-gaming platforms and many more. I also 

have the privilege to provide leadership and oversight 

to a number of successful children’s sporting programs 

including our every popular Summer and Winter 

Multi-Sport camps and an exceptional learn to swim 

program targeting children from the age of 4 to 16 

and recently launched children’s padel academy in 

partnership with a prestigious local international school. 

What keeps you motivated?

First of all, there is nothing better than working in sport 

and sport-related fields. Secondly, I enjoy developing 

new initiatives and seeing the progression in program 

and service offerings.

What’s the best moment you’ve had at CNA-Q?

I love sports and I have been involved in it all my life. 

The best thing is that I am still able to do so and that I 

can provide invaluable input at different levels (coaching 

as well as organizing and developing). Over the last few 

years the Sport and Wellness menu of facilities and 

services has grown tremendously not only to respond to 

the needs of the CNA-Q community but also to engage 

the broader public community. It is rewarding to witness 

the growth and success of Sport and Wellness and being 

part of it gives me great joy.

Over the last few 
years the Sport 
and Wellness menu 
of facilities and 
services has grown 
tremendously

G E T  T O  K N O W  T H E  T E A M
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Define in your own words the meaning of Sport and 

Wellness

Mental, physical and social well-being.

Favorite Sport and Why?

It is Ice Hockey, a sport that I am connected with 

the longest and I had the biggest success with. It is 

the fastest game on the planet and you need special 

knowledge to play it. The second sport to choose would 

be tennis and padel.

Favorite facility or service and why?

Male Fitness Room, I spend a lot of my time using the 

facility. Tennis and padel courts are my first choice for 

playing a game if time permits.

National Sport Day message

There is no excuse to say that you don’t have the time 

to do physical activity, so I encourage you to go out and 

do it. If being physically active is not your way of life, I 

recommend you try a new sport or activity.

G E T  T O  K N O W  T H E  T E A M

Male Futsal Tournament Awards Fall 2021
Anze handing the trophy to Male Futsal 

Tournament Winners Fall 2021.

First Student vs Staff TAHADI 2019 Event
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Welcome Week 
Join a Club Today!

UNDER THE SPOTLIGHT

Scan & Join us 
Now?

CNA-Q students experienced an innovative welcome 

back to campus this term, with the launch of 

Welcome Week. The latter provided students with 

a socially distant way to join clubs, enjoy food and 

drinks as well as meet fellow students and Student 

Affairs staff in a welcoming environment. 

There are many opportunities for club involvement, 

both for students as well as faculty and staff. 

Students can join and become an active member 

of a club, allowing for tremendous professional 

and personal growth opportunities. Faculty and 

staff may be interested in offering mentorship 

and guidance in an area of expertise, providing a 

meaningful and worthwhile volunteer experience.

Are you a faculty or staff member 

interested in becoming a mentor?  

Email: cnaqlife@cna-qatar.edu.qa 

for more information.
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UNDER THE SPOTLIGHT

Environment Club

Join our community to promote environmental 

awareness and sustainability.

Model UN Club 

A simulation of the United Nations where students 

attempt to solve real world issues with the policies and 

perspectives of their assigned country.  

Music Club

Learn or practice various musical instruments in a relaxed 

environment. All levels are welcome. 

Photography Club 

Learn DSLR or mobile photography in a welcoming 

environment. All levels are welcome. 

Toastmasters

Improve your public speaking and leadership abilities in 

an engaging way. 

Theatre Club   

Promotes a community of theatrical arts through fun and 

engaging activities.

Turkish Club

A celebration of Turkish culture, history, language and 

cuisine.

Are you interested in joining a club? The following 

clubs are looking for new members:  

 

Accounting and Finance Club 

Develop your accounting and finance skills, network and 

get ready for a promising career.

Art Club

Do you enjoy drawing, painting, or working on craft 

projects in your spare time? We provide workshops for 

all levels. 

Best Buddies

Volunteer and support individuals with intellectual and 

developmental disabilities.

Book Club  

A group where readers can come together to discuss 

various fiction and non-fiction works.

Debate Club (Arabic and English)

Develop your persuasion and public speaking abilities.  

Deen Club

Open to all students interested in learning about Islam. 
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K E Y N O T E  S P E A K E R  S E R I E S

Between Leadership, Strategic 
Planning and Fintech

Dr. Hamad M. Al-Marri
Certified Consultant Trainer at the 

Arab Trainers Union

During his session, Dr. Al-Marri simplified the approach 

to strategic planning. He emphasized on its importance, 

especially in a fast-paced world, full of complications 

and unpredictable events. Planning is an important 

factor for the development of every individual, business, 

organization and country. Strategic Planning is fairly a 

new concept in administration science, it has been 

adopted by well developed countries and progressive 

business organizations which gave them a competitive 

edge in the global market. Strategic Planning gained 

popularity worldwide and is fast evolving into the era of 

organizational learning bringing dynamism and change 

to old and bureaucratic practices.

CNA-Q “Keynote Speaker Series” are back for the year 2022. This initiative brings experts into the College 

to share their experience, and give students the opportunity to delve into the professional world and explore 

different aspects of their future career. We began this year with sessions that shed light on leadership, 

strategy practices and Fintech.
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K E Y N O T E  S P E A K E R  S E R I E S

Mr. Mohammed is an alumnus of Harvard University. 

He has a background in Islamic Banking and Finance 

and currently holds the position of CEO at Power 

Bank, an Islamic Bank focused on the Energy Sector. 

Furthermore, Mr. Ali serves as a consultant of Kasada 

Group part of Qatar Investment Authority (QIA) and 

Accor. During his session Mr. Ali said: “In my 20 years 

working across different companies and countries, I’ve 

discovered that the key to outstanding performance 

and fulfilment in both work and life is the ability to 

surround one-self with outstanding people. This isn’t 

always easy. We Humans aren’t programmed to make 

great people decisions. The first step in surrounding 

yourself with the best is to recognize and correct your 

own failings. Good decision making is not a trait of a 

person. It’s a state that fluctuates.”

Mr. Buddhiraju has an extensive banking experience 

in various countries in the Middle East, including the 

Dubai Islamic Bank and the Arab National Bank in 

Saudi Arabia. Mr. Rajbhushan has worked with Citibank 

in India, Singapore, Hungary, and Poland. He is also a 

board member of Alternatif Bank, Turkey. During his 

session he said: “Fintech has become an essential part 

of modern finance. It is a springboard for innovation 

and has enormous possibilities in terms of customer 

experience and inclusion of marginalized people. I am 

excited at the vibrancy of Fintechs in Qatar and the 

support from the institutions.”

Mr. Ali Mohammed
CEO of Power Bank

Mr. Rajbhushan 

Buddhiraju 
Executive General Manager, Head of 

Wholesale Banking at Commercial Bank
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HEL PFUL TIPS

Have you ever heard the phrase “no pain, no gain”? 
Most people think achieving health requires hours of 
torturous sessions per day, involving complex workout 
routines and tons of equipment. However, becoming 
healthier is easier than you might think. Contrary to 
previous beliefs, physical activity should not be painful 
in order to effectively improve our health. In fact, 
lower-effort activities may be more beneficial than 
popularized fitness trends such as H.I.I.T (high-intensity 
interval training), that can be inappropriate for many 
individuals with less experience or previous injuries. 
Not only is lower-effort activity gentler on the body, it is 
more effective in building confidence and creating long-
term adherence to a regular physical activity regime.

Walking, swimming, yoga and Pilates are perfect 
examples of lower-effort activities that require little 
to no experience, equipment or cost and can greatly 
improve overall health measures. Studies have shown 
that reaching the recommended 150 minutes of 
moderate-intense physical activity per week can greatly 
reduce the risk of heart disease, stroke, cancer, Type 2 
Diabetes, high blood pressure and obesity. There is also 
a strong correlation between regular physical activity 
and improved mood, energy levels, sleep quality, body 
composition and mental health. 

Here is how you can benefit the most from your 
activities:

1.  Do something you enjoy!

Physical activity should be fun and not feel like a chore. 
Engage in activities that make you feel happy and you 
will always look forward to doing more. 

2. Get creative with it!

Here are a few great ideas to shake up your current 

routine:
 
Biking – Become a GPS Bicycle Artist and create words 
or shapes using your bike route.
 
Swimming – Play pool games with a friend to see who 
can collect the most underwater objects in a set time. 
Visit us at: https://falconsport.cna-qatar.com/ to book 
your time in the pool now!
 
Racket Sports – Did you know CNA-Q has brand new 
racket sport facilities available for booking? Try this fun 
activity for you and your friends, such as tennis, padel 
or badminton today!
 
3. Share with others

Sharing media with friends and family is encouraging 
for both you and others to stay active on a regular 
basis. Post your media to stay motivated to move more 
throughout your day and feel the benefits of a fun-filled, 
active lifestyle!

Not sure where to start? 
Check out our booking site: www.falconsport.cna-

qatar.com to see all the Sport and Wellness facilities 

and classes available to you! 

Following, you will also find the updated schedule of 

our popular female fitness classes. Advanced booking 

required to secure your space.

Work Smart, Not Hard
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HEL PFUL TIPS
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HEL PFUL TIPS
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F U N  C O R N E R 

Terms & Conditions:

• A draw will be held at cnaq_life Instagram channel to announce the winner 

• Stay tuned to know the exact date of the announcement

• You are only allowed to participate once

• Participants should include their contact details in the email

• This competition is exclusive to CNA-Q students

• The winner should present their student ID before collecting the voucher

• Prize collection photo will be posted on social media platforms @cnaq_life  

and the next campus communiqué.

CONGRATULATIONS TO 

Sana Shahzaad

Last month edition

The answer to December’s competition is: 3 February 2022

How well do you know the Campus? 

Answer the below question, and win a beach and pool 

access for two courtesy of St Regis Hotel.

Question

What is the hashtag that CNA-Q has launched during 

this year’s National Sport Day virtual challenge?

Send your answers to: 

communication@cna-qatar.edu.qa
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